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WCA 481
07 January 2022
Document:
CC WCA 481/003

Dear Sir or Madam,
The Cornwall Council (Addition of Restricted Byways at Retire in the Parish of Withiel)
Modification Order 2018
Withiel CP
We are submitting the above Definitive Map Modification Order that was made by
Cornwall Council on 14th June 2018 for confirmation by the Secretary of State for
Environment Food and Rural Affairs in line with Paragraph 7(1) of Schedule 15 to Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981.
Notice of the making of the Order was given on 27th June 2018. During the period allowed
for objections and representations Cornwall Council received 2 objections to the Order.
Cornwall Council has only been able to negotiate the withdrawal of one of these objections
and is, therefore, unable to confirm the order itself as unopposed. We are hereby
submitting the Order for confirmation by the Secretary of State.
Please find enclosed a bundle of supporting documents as required by the Planning
Inspectorate. Currently there are no dates that Cornwall Council would be unavailable to
attend a Hearing or Public Inquiry.
We respectfully submit that the objections to the Order are of such a nature that Cornwall
Council considers they have not been made on relevant grounds and that the confirmation
of the Order should be dealt with by written representations. Furthermore, although the
applicants submitted 8 User Evidence Forms in support of their claim for a Footpath, the
Council concluded that this evidence was insufficient under Section 31 of the Highways Act
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1981 and has relied on evidence contained in historical documents to recommend that an
Order be made to modify the Definitive Map by adding Restricted Byways.
However, should any other party insist on being heard then we believe that this matter
might best be decided by a hearing led by an Inspector because the issues relating to the
evidence of the subsistence of the right of way described in the order are straight-forward.
The hardcopies of the Orders will follow in due course but may take several weeks to
arrive due to the case file being in storage and the time required for the file to be recalled
to an office while the Council is still working remotely.
Yours faithfully

Natural Environment Records Officer
Environment Service
Tel:
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Document CC WCA 481/004

A STATEMENT BY THE ORDER MAKING AUTHORITY GIVING THE GROUNDS
ON WHICH IT IS CONSIDERED THE OPPOSED PART OF THE ORDER SHOULD BE
CONFIRMED IN RESPECT OF:
The Cornwall Council (Addition of Restricted Byways at Retire in the Parish
of Withiel) Modification Order 2018
Cornwall Council made the abovementioned order in accordance with its
general duty under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 Section 53 to
keep the definitive map and statement under continuous review.
More particularly the Council had regard to the duty as expressed in
Paragraph (2) of Section 53 of the 1981 Act:(a) as soon as reasonably practicable after the commencement date, by
order make such modifications to the [definitive] map and statement as
appear to them to be requisite in consequence of the occurrence, before
that date, of any of the event specified in subsection (3); and
(b) as from that date, keep the map and statement under continuous review
and as soon as practicable after the occurrence on or after that date, of any
of those events, by order make such modifications to the map and
statement as appear to them to be requisite in consequence of the
occurrence of that event.
The abovementioned Order was made under section 53 (2)(b) because of
the occurrence of an event as set out in section 53(3)(c)(i) of the 1981 Act:An event whereby, “…the discovery by the authority of evidence which - when
considered with all other evidence available to them shows - that a right of
way which is not shown in the definitive map and statement subsists or is
reasonably alleged to subsist over land in the area to which the map relates,
being a right of way such that the land over which the right subsists is a public
path, a restricted byway or, subject to section 54A, a byway open to all
traffic…”.
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EVIDENTIAL TEST TO BE SATISFIED FOR CONFIRMATION OF AN ORDER:
When considering whether to make an Order under Wildlife and Countryside
Act 1981 Section 53 (2)(b) the Council has to be satisfied that an event under
section 53(3)(c)(i) of the 1981 Act had occurred. The Council had to decide
whether the available evidence shows that a right of way subsists or is
reasonably alleged to subsist (the “reasonable allegation” test).
When considering whether to confirm an unopposed Order made as a result
of the occurrence of an event under Section 53(3)(c)(i) of the 1981 Act, the
Council has to decide whether the available evidence shows, on the balance of
probabilities, that a right of way exists (the “balance of probabilities” test).
This requirement is set out in paragraph 6(1)(a) of Schedule 15 to the 1981
Act.
As the Order is opposed, Cornwall Council cannot confirm the Order itself and
must submit it to the Secretary of State for a decision on confirmation. The
test that the Secretary of State must consider is:
When considering whether to confirm an Order made as a result of the
occurrence of an event under Section 53(3)(c)(i) of the 1981 Act the
Secretary of State has to decide whether the available evidence shows, on
the balance of probabilities, that a right of way exists. Again this
requirement is set out in paragraph 6(1)(a) of Schedule 15 to the 1981 Act.
In order to assist the Secretary of State in their decision as to whether to
confirm the Order, Cornwall Council sets out below the grounds on which it
considers the Order should be confirmed.
In seeking confirmation of the opposed Order the Council is satisfied on the
balance of probabilities that an event has occurred under Section 53(3)(c)(i)
of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981. Namely, that the available
evidence shows that the Order route between Points A-D, B-F and C-E on
the Order map subsist as Restricted Byways because their existence has
been established at common law.
HOW THE EVIDENCE MEETS THE TESTS FOR THE INFERENCE OF
DEDICATION AT SECTION 32 OF THE HIGHWAYS ACT 1980:
Section 32 sets out that a court or other tribunal, before determining whether
a way has or has not been dedicated as a highway, or the date on which such
dedication, if any, took place, shall take into consideration any map, plan or
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history of the locality or other relevant document which is tendered in
evidence, and shall give such weight thereto.
• As part of the process of determining this matter Cornwall Council
has undertaken extensive documentary research. In this case
Cornwall Council has placed particular weight on evidence found in
the Incremental Value Duty Records of the Finance Act 1910 and
definitive map record supported in part by the Tithe Survey.
• ‘Definitive Map Orders: Consistency Guidelines – April 2016’ (DMO:
Consistency Guidelines) published by the Planning Inspectorate
identify that documents and plans produced under the Tithe Survey
and Finance Act can provide good evidence regarding the status of a
way. In all cases the evidence needs to be considered in relation to
the other available evidence to establish its value.
• Records from the Finance Act point to the fact that the claimed route
was considered to be a public highway, because it was excluded from
the surrounding hereditaments on the valuation map. It is therefore
considered that the documentary evidence indicates that all the
claimed routes (A-D, B-F and C-E on the Order map) were dedicated
as public carriageways at an unknown date in the past. No evidence
has been discovered which indicates that public rights along the ways
have subsequently been stopped up.
• The definitive map record beginning in the early 1950s identifies 3
separate paths converging on the claimed route between A-D and in
two cases (Footpath 6 and Footpath 5 Withiel) providing direct
access to it by virtue of historical limitations, a traditional stone
sheep stile at Point A on the Order Map and a traditional stone cattle
stile at Point D on the Order Map. By including these ways on their
survey, Withiel Parish Council never intended to recorded 3 cul-desac paths terminating short of the highway at Retire. As the start or
destination point of all three rights of claimed way on the parish
schedule that accompanied the parish survey is Retire, the only
reasonable explanation for these public footpaths stopping short of
the hamlet on the definitive map is that surveyors understood the
lane where the paths exited the fields was already a public highway.
• At the time of the tithe map c1840 the claimed routes are depicted
no differently to other ways in the area that are now roads
maintainable at public expense, although individual parcels were
numbered and appeared listed within the holdings of a private
individual in the tithe award, which signifies that the track must have
been regarded as of an essentially private character. However, some
of those sections identified in private ownership provide the only link
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to a lane identified as a public road in the apportionment record that
would otherwise have been inaccessible at the time. All three public
footpaths later shown on the definitive map linking to the claimed
way were also included on the tithe map.
• As Section 67 of the Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act
2006 extinguishes certain existing public rights of way for
mechanically propelled vehicles unless the way qualifies under one
or more exceptions introduced in subsection 67(2), then subsection
70(1) of the above act provides for Restricted Byways to be
established and recorded on the definitive map and statement. In
this instance none of the five exceptions in subsection 67(2) are met,
so the routes between points A-D, B-F and C-E on the Order map
should be added as Restricted Byways
CONCLUSION
Cornwall Council is satisfied its original determination that the Order be made
and that the Order, if opposed, be submitted to the Secretary of State for
confirmation was based on a reasonable interpretation of the available
evidence and also satisfies the tests laid out in Section 53 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981. There was nothing that was raised in the contents of
the objection to the Order that causes Cornwall Council to consider that the
Order should not be confirmed.
The Council considers the evidence indicates that, on the balance of
probabilities Restricted Byway rights over Points A-B, C-E and D-F on the Order
map have been established by inference of dedication at common law taking
into account what Section 32 of the Highways Act 1980 permits for
consideration. It is therefore considered that the Order should be confirmed.

Signed:
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Your ref:
Our ref:
Please ask
for:
Date:

WCA/CAT/JR/WCA/481
Countryside Access
Records Officer
16th October 2018

Dear
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 – Section 53
The Cornwall Council (Addition of Restricted Byways at Retire in the Parish of
Withiel) Modification Order 2018
I refer to your letter dated 30th July 2018 objecting to the proposed changes to the
Definitive Map and Statement outlined on the above Order.
Following receipt of your formal objection to the making of an Order to add restricted
byways to the definitive map as described above, first I’ll answer your questions in
turn:
1. To clarify, on advice from County Legal Services, the applicants adjusted their
claim from a Byway Open to All Traffic to a Footpath & resubmitted the relevant
forms to this effect on the basis that the alleged way linked two footpaths over
which there was no vehicular access, not because there was ‘no scope for public
traffic’ over the claimed route.
2. At a site meeting on 29 January 2018
did not indicate that the
modification order had been dropped, but that evidence of recent use submitted
in support of the application was insufficient to give rise to the presumption of
dedication at Section 31 of the Highways Act 1980, which was information
contained in the report written on 31 May 2017 & published on the Council’s
webpage following a decision in the case on 6 September 2017.
3. The Council informed you of the above decision in a letter that included a link to
the webpage where the above report could be viewed on 12 October 2017.
4. The decision to include routes B-F & C-E followed receipt by Cornwall Council of
a representation from The Ramblers’ after the decision to add route A-D was
published. At that point the Countryside Access Team investigated the evidence
further & after a full consultation wrote a second report & alerted affected
parties to that decision on 31 May 2018.
Cornwall Council, Countryside Access Team,
Pydar House, Pydar Street, Truro,
Cornwall TR1 1XU
Tel: 0300 1234 202
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5. The Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 requires Cornwall Council as the relevant
order making authority to make recommendations on the basis of what the
evidence shows, not what is practical. In this case the evidence contained in
historical documents indicates that the routes in question were public
carriageways in the past which unless they have stopped up by legal order
since, should be recorded as such, understanding that the Natural Environment
& Rural Communities Act 1996 extinguished rights for mechanically propelled
vehicles meaning that the Order records the tracks as restricted byways.
Cornwall Council also requests that you reconsider your points of objection on the
following grounds:
1. When Cornwall Council receives a properly made modification order application
under section 53 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 it has a statutory duty
to investigate it. The Order Making Authority cannot take into account the
reasons for making the application, even if proven, because the legislation does
not allow it.
2. At a site visit
confirmed that evidence of recent use by the public
submitted in support of the application was insufficient to give rise to the
presumption that a footpath had been dedicated using provisions contained in
Section 31 of the Highways Act 1980. He did not say there was ‘no evidence
that a public footpath has ever existed’. Indeed, in a report written by Jon
Rowell which had been published & was available to view online by the public at
the time, Cornwall Council indicated it had discovered historical evidence that
showed the route to be public carriageway & that in consequence an Order
should be made to add it to the definitive map as a restricted byway.
3. The letter from Cornwall Council 32 years ago will have correctly stated there
were no recorded rights of way across your land. The Council has since
discovered evidence of unrecorded rights which the Order in question is
designed to add to the definitive map & statement.
4. Almost all public paths cross private land, the highway authority simply has a
duty to assert & protect a right of access for the public over them. A lane that is
privately owned does not preclude a public right of way from being established.
In this case the evidence for that right of way arises from historical documents.
The fact there is no evidence of recent use to support that because use has not
been possible, does not prevent a way from being recorded.
5. See response to 4 above regarding private ownership. While you claim the land
has been privately occupied & this can be traced back to the 11th Century you
have failed to provide proven evidence of this, while the Council has adduced in
evidence documents in the public domain that show the lanes in question to
have enjoyed public access in the 20th Century, namely the District Valuation
Maps & Definitive Map record supported by the Tithe Survey. The Council’s
reports & Statement of Reasons served with the copy of the Notice explain why
these are important.

Cornwall Council, Countryside Access Team,
Pydar House, Pydar Street, Truro,
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6. It is agreed that the Tithe Survey does show the land in question in private
ownership in 1840. However, the Council has argued the public must have
enjoyed some form of access over the Order routes at this time, because this
would have been the only means of reaching the road to the north of Retire
which is recorded on the Tithe map as being public.
7. Deeds and easements are not good indicators of public rights and in this
instance hold little evidential weight in the determination of rights of way. The
provenance of hand drawn, and/or annotated, maps that have been provided to
show the land was privately owned also needs to be balanced against the fact
only a part of the route, between B-C on the Order map, is recorded as
privately owned with Land Registry & this is the result of that stretch of lane
being the subject of a relatively recent claim of ownership by adverse
possession.
8. The Council has produced documents held in the public domain that show the
ways have enjoyed public access in the early & mid-20th Century. Unless those
rights have been stopped up by legal order they will still remain & the purpose
of the modification order is to record them on the definitive map & statement.
9. The apportionment records from the Tithe Survey record the route to the north
of Retire as a public road ‘From Retire to Mine’ not as a through route to
Withielgoose. Assuming historically there were roads that linked villages
converging on Retire from both the north & south I am unaware of & cannot
understand why public use of highways leading to a hamlet from various
directions would terminate short of the point where they meet, particularly in
instances where they were at some point maintained by the local authority.
10. The Council’s reports & Statement of Reasons distinguish between maps that
can only be used as evidence that a route physically existed and maps and
documents that can be used as evidence of public rights. Ordnance Survey
maps, which the Council uses under licence as its base data & which show the
track to which you refer, carry a disclaimer to the effect that ‘the representation
on this map of any road, track, or path is no evidence of the existence of a right
of way’. Cornwall Council does not own public rights of way, it simply has a
duty to assert & protect a right of access over them.
11. In view of the financial implications arising out of the Finance Act 1910 many
landowners would have been anxious to ensure that public highways were
correctly recorded on the plans and all rights of way properly identified,
because it was in their interests. Indeed as such deductions allowed for the
existence of public rights of way, the valuations required by the Finance Act
1910 can be highly relevant where highway status is in issue. Given there were
criminal sanctions for the falsification of evidence it is also extremely unlikely
documents would have been deliberately erroneous. As the Council’s report
notes ‘Definitive Map Orders: Consistency Guidelines’ published by the Planning
Inspectorate and intended to assist in the interpretation and weighing up of
evidence on definitive map orders and covering the primary reference material
for Inspectors in determining such orders identify that documents and plans
produced under the Finance Act 1910 provide good evidence regarding the
status of a way.
Cornwall Council, Countryside Access Team,
Pydar House, Pydar Street, Truro,
Cornwall TR1 1XU
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12. The fact that Cornwall Council has never adopted, or maintained the lanes is
not evidence that they are not rights of way. Please see my previous responses
about the Council not owning or adopting paths that are recorded on the
definitive map & statement. The routes in question were the subject of an
application by members of the public & a representation from The Ramblers’
which the Countryside Access Team has a statutory duty to investigate.
13. Before determining whether a way has, or has not, been dedicated as a
highway, Section 32 of the Highways Act 1980 requires the Council to take into
consideration any map, plan or history of the locality or other relevant
document tendered in evidence & it is accepted practice to do so. In the first
instance the Council considered historical evidence in regard to the way claimed
in the modification order application dating from 2006, shown between A-D on
the Order map. The decision relating to that part of the route was then the
subject of a representation by The Ramblers’ to add the routes between B-F &
C-E on the Order map on the basis of the same evidence. The Countryside
Access Team thus considered historical evidence pertinent to these two claimed
ways. If you have historical evidence of the type that the determination in this
Order has relied on showing a way linking Retire to Withielgoose, you can make
a modification order application. Alternatively, if you uphold your objection and
the case is decided by written representations, or at a Public Local Inquiry, you
can ask the Planning Inspector on behalf of the Secretary of State to modify the
Order to also include the route to the north of Retire. Unless the evidence
submitted is sufficient to show a way has been established right through to
Withielgoose, the Council will argue that because rights of way are intended to
link highway to highway, or to a point of interest, this will create a cul-de-sac
path, which is not in the spirit of the legislation.
14. The statutory inference of dedication in the legislation means that public rights
of way are for the public at large, not simply a small group, or class, of people,
such as the residents of Retire. Surveyors at the time the parish survey was
compiled would not have deliberately recorded Footpaths 4, 5 & 6 Withiel
terminating where they do as cul-de-sacs, but did so because they understood
the route to be added by this Order to be a highway at the time. The relevant
landowner can apply to Cornwall Council to extinguish Footpath 4 Withiel, if
they can show that it is not needed for public use, which is very different to not
used.
15. It is a misconception to think that paths ended at the entrance to farms, or
hamlets, because historically they were only used by farm workers. Parishes
were charged with producing their own surveys & advised to only record ways
they knew to be used ‘as of right’ by the public ‘at large’ based on their local
knowledge. In most cases the routes will have already been publicly maintained
by the parish & it is unlikely they would have wanted to add to that burden of
maintenance by including paths where use was restricted to a limited number of
people exercising a private right to travel to work.
16. Unfortunately, this objection is difficult to follow. At Objection 13 you appear to
be suggesting that the Council needs to consider adding the road north of
Cornwall Council, Countryside Access Team,
Pydar House, Pydar Street, Truro,
Cornwall TR1 1XU
Tel: 0300 1234 202
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Retire to the definitive map, but here you ask that it be excluded from ‘the
argument’.
17. The words you object to are not used in the Order. Where they appear in the
report they are legal terms that reflect the words used in the relevant
legislation.
18. The determination to make an Order is based on historical evidence, not
supported by evidence of recent use.
19. Following an application by members of the public using provisions in the
Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 & a representation from The Ramblers’,
Cornwall Council determined to make an Order at Retire based on evidence it
discovered in historical documents as it is required to do under Section 32 of
the Highways Act 1980.
20. The surface of any Restricted Byway added to the definitive map by this Order
will become maintainable at the public expense to a standard commensurate
with its intended purpose as a highway that can be used on foot, on horseback,
with a bicycle and any other non-mechanically propelled vehicle.
21. Kyldenna was randomly chosen on the basis of its relatively central location &
used as a single reference point throughout the Order for the sake of
consistency. All the relevant landowners were served Notice of the Order as
required by the legislation.
22. It is not unusual for public paths to pass close by private property, or go
through farmyards & gardens & there are many hundreds of rights of way on
the definitive map that do this.
Guidance provided by the Government makes it clear that the only relevant grounds
for representations or objections are those that are based on evidence of the existence
or non-existence of public rights. Representations or objections to a definitive map
modification order adding or upgrading a way to the map which concern privacy,
suitability, desirability, damage to the environment, the safety of users or landowners,
are not considered to be relevant to the question of public rights of way exist.
The right of objection to an order is a statutory right, but it should be exercised in a
reasonable manner. For an objection to override an otherwise valid claim, an objector
must show that the landowner had no intention of dedicating the land, and had taken
steps to prevent the accrual of public rights. The grounds for your objection to the
Order as presently stated do not contain information which challenges the existing
evidence that dedication of a restricted byway has occurred.
If you decide to withdraw your objection in light of the above comments, please let
me know in writing within 28 days from the date of this letter. If I do not hear from
you within that time, I’ll understand that you wish to pursue your objection and the
Order will be referred to the Planning Inspectorate who on behalf of the Secretary of
State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs will appoint an independent inspector to
consider the matter. This is normally by way of holding a Hearing or Public Inquiry. At
this hearing or inquiry Cornwall Council will present evidence in support of the Order it
Cornwall Council, Countryside Access Team,
Pydar House, Pydar Street, Truro,
Cornwall TR1 1XU
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has made and it is expected that you will appear to substantiate the grounds for your
objection.
In general, the parties to hearings or inquiries into rights of way orders are expected to
meet their own expenses. However, I should inform you that the legislation entitles
parties to recover their reasonable costs where it is found that there has been
unreasonable behaviour on the part of another party. The costs incurred can be
considerable and it is expected that all parties seek to minimise these costs in so far as
possible. The Planning Inspectorate provides information about costs when it gives
notice of the intention to hold a hearing or inquiry.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely

Countryside Access Records Officer
Environment Service
Tel:

Cornwall Council, Countryside Access Team,
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WCA/CAT/JR/WCA/481
Countryside Access
Records Officer
16th October 2018

Dear
Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 – Section 53
The Cornwall Council (Addition of Restricted Byways at Retire in the Parish of Withiel) Modification
Order 2018
I refer to your email dated 12th July 2018 objecting to the proposed changes to the
Definitive Map and Statement outlined on the above Order.
Following receipt of your formal objection to the making of an Order to add restricted
byways to the definitive map as described above, Cornwall Council requests that you
reconsider your points of objection on the following grounds:
1. When Cornwall Council receives a properly made modification order application
under section 53 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 it has a statutory duty
to investigate it. Because the legislation does not allow it, the Order Making
Authority cannot take into account whether there is any point to the Order it
makes, or whether it is required, the process is simply intended to add an
unrecorded path to the definitive map & statement that evidence has shown
already exists.
2. While you say you have not found any evidence contained in recent or historic
maps that support the decision that has been made, the Council has adduced in
evidence documents that show the lanes in question to have enjoyed public
access, namely the District Valuation Maps & Definitive Map record supported
by the Tithe Survey. Copies of the Council’s reports, available to view online &
the Statement of Reasons served with the copy of the Notice explain further
why these are important.
3. The first report confirms that evidence of recent use by the public submitted in
support of the application was insufficient to give rise to the presumption that a
footpath had been dedicated using provisions contained in Section 31 of the
Highways Act 1980. However, both reports identify that the Council has
discovered historical evidence that showed the routes to be public carriageways
Cornwall Council, Countryside Access Team,
Pydar House, Pydar Street, Truro,
Cornwall TR1 1XU
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& that in consequence an Order should be made to add them to the definitive
map as restricted byways.
4. The number of alternative footpaths & whether they are closed, diverted, not
maintained, or signed, is not relevant to the making of the Order in question &
therefore cannot be taken into consideration when the Council makes a decision
to modify the definitive map.
5. The Council makes no judgement about whether the restricted byway is
necessary. The routes in question were the subject of an application from
members of the public using provisions in the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 &
subsequently a representation from The Ramblers’. Following its legal obligation
to process the claim Cornwall Council determined to make an Order based on
evidence it discovered in historical documents, which it is required to
investigate under Section 32 of the Highways Act 1980.
6. The surface of any Restricted Byway added to the definitive map by this Order
will become maintainable at the public expense to a standard commensurate
with its intended purpose as a highway that can be used on foot, on horseback,
with a bicycle and any other non-mechanically propelled vehicle.
7. The track to which you refer is recorded on OS MasterMap, which the Council
uses under licence as its base data. All OS maps carry a disclaimer to the effect
that ‘the representation on this map of any road, track, or path is no evidence
of the existence of a right of way’. If you have concerns about the manner in
which the track has been depicted & named, these would need to be addressed
to Ordnance Survey.
Guidance provided by the Government makes it clear that the only relevant grounds
for representations or objections are those that are based on evidence of the existence
or non-existence of public rights. Representations or objections to a definitive map
modification order adding or upgrading a way to the map which concern privacy,
suitability, desirability, damage to the environment, the safety of users or landowners,
are not considered to be relevant to the question of whether public rights of way exist.
The right of objection to an order is a statutory right, but it should be exercised in a
reasonable manner. For an objection to override an otherwise valid claim, an objector
must show that the landowner had no intention of dedicating the land, and had taken
steps to prevent the accrual of public rights. The grounds for your objection to the
Order as presently stated do not contain information which challenges the existing
evidence that dedication of a restricted byway has occurred.
If you decide to withdraw your objection in light of the above comments, please let
me know in writing within 28 days from the date of this letter. If I do not hear from
you within that time, I’ll understand that you wish to pursue your objection and the
Order will be referred to the Planning Inspectorate who on behalf of the Secretary of
State for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs will appoint an independent inspector to
consider the matter. This is normally by way of holding a Hearing or Public Inquiry. At
this hearing or inquiry Cornwall Council will present evidence in support of the Order it
has made and it is expected that you will appear to substantiate the grounds for your
objection.
Cornwall Council, Countryside Access Team,
Pydar House, Pydar Street, Truro,
Cornwall TR1 1XU
Tel: 0300 1234 202

www.cornwall.gov.uk
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In general, the parties to hearings or inquiries into rights of way orders are expected to
meet their own expenses. However, I should inform you that the legislation entitles
parties to recover their reasonable costs where it is found that there has been
unreasonable behaviour on the part of another party. The costs incurred can be
considerable and it is expected that all parties seek to minimise these costs in so far as
possible. The Planning Inspectorate provides information about costs when it gives
notice of the intention to hold a hearing or inquiry.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely

Countryside Access Records Officer
Environment Service
Tel:
Email:

Cornwall Council, Countryside Access Team,
Pydar House, Pydar Street, Truro,
Cornwall TR1 1XU
Tel: 0300 1234 202

www.cornwall.gov.uk

From:
Subject:
Date:

RE: WCA/CAT/JR/WCA/481
19 October 2018 18:42:00

Thank you for your email confirming your wish to withdraw your objection to
the above modification order.
As it was not the intention, my apologies if you felt the letter was
intimidating. It is important to make objectors aware of the seriousness,
should one be called, of a Public Local Inquiry, which can be expensive. It is
therefore customary & expected of Cornwall Council to seek the withdrawal
of objections, especially where the grounds for objecting are not within the
legislation.
In the interests of transparency, it is only fair to alert objectors at the
earliest possible opportunity about the costs involved & the possibility of
their recovery, which as my letter indicated, applies to all parties. ‘Guidance
on procedures for considering objections to Definitive Map & Public Path
Orders in England’ published by The Planning Inspectorate includes a whole
section on costs.
If you require clarification on any matter raised in this email, or my letter,
please don’t hesitate to contact me.
Kind regards
Environment Service
Neighbourhoods Directorate
Cornwall Council
Tel: 0300 1234 202
Pydar House, Pydar Street, Truro, TR1 1XU
www.cornwall.gov.uk
From:
Sent: 19 October 2018 10:13
To:
Subject: Ref: WCA/CAT/JR/WCA/481

Thank you for your letter dated 16th October 2018.
I would like to confirm the withdrawal of our objection to the restricted byway in Retire as
I felt the letter was rather intimidating and due to our personal circumstances do not wish
to cause ourselves any additional stress.
Kind regards

Begin forwarded message:
From:
Subject: Ref: WCA 481
Date: 12 July 2018 at 18:08:23 BST
To: j
Dear Access Team Leader
We would like to object to the proposed order for the addition of restricted Byways at
Retire in the parish of Withiel.

As residents we do not see the point of turning this the proposed area in to a restricted
byway or any byway. This is a small community of 10 houses which will have their
privacy and security exposed by such byway being enforced.
We have not found any recent or historic maps to support that these areas were or are
existing byways. Having lived in Retire over 10 years we have never known these
proposed areas to be used as byways.
We understand there is a footpath from the west of Retire and from the east north east
direction as per the notice supplied and understand, naturally, there would be a footpath to
marry the two, however we do not see that there is a public interest to encircle the centre of
a small hamlet with a restricted or other byway for this purpose. There is no route through
Retire so therefore there is not a requirement for a restricted for other byway in Retire
other than a footpath to join the two existing footpaths.
It seems quite surprising that there is such a push to put an unnecessary byway in a small
hamlet when there are so many footpaths in the parish and surrounding parishes that have
been closed, diverted, not maintained or not signed sufficiently.
Should such a byway be granted we would appreciate some clarification on who has
responsibility for the maintenance of a byway.
On a personal note for our own property it is noted on the proposed notice that there is a
‘track’ on our property. This is a hard-cored area for access to stables, but gives the
impression on a map that is leads somewhere…. we do not fully understand the term
‘track' from a legal standing on a map but would ask that it would not be named as a track
as it is private property leading nowhere.
We look forward to any feedback.
We have also posted a copy of this email in case we have emailed it to the wrong person.
Kind regards
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Document CC WCA 481/006

STATEMENT CONTAINING THE ORDER MAKING AUTHORITY’S COMMENTS
ON THE OBJECTIONS IN RESPECT OF:
The Cornwall Council (Addition of Restricted Byways at Retire in the Parish
of Withiel) Modification Order 2018
Withiel CP
A Definitive Map Modification Order made under the provisions of section
53(2)(b) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 as a consequence of the
occurrence of an event under section 53(3)(c)(i) of the same Act:
An event whereby, “…the discovery by the authority of evidence which - when
considered with all other evidence available to them shows - that a right of
way which is not shown in the definitive map and statement subsists or is
reasonably alleged to subsist over land in the area to which the map relates,
being a right of way such that the land over which the right subsists is a public
path, a restricted byway or, subject to section 54A, a byway open to all
traffic…”.
Cornwall Council made the above Order on 14th June 2018 and two objections
were made to the Order. One Objection from
has
been withdrawn and one objection from
has not been
withdrawn:
Objection by Mr
Dated 30 July 2018
Subject of Objection
has indicated that he owns land affected by the Order
route and objects to the confirmation of the Order on the basis that:
1.

The Council has failed to take into consideration
main
point of contention throughout this case, namely that the applicant
made his initial application out of spite due to a disagreement
between neighbours. The full evidence for this has previously been
submitted and can be found in the accompanying letters.
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2.

There is no evidence that a public footpath has ever existed on any of
the routes submitted by the order. This was confirmed by
during a site visit on the 29th January 2018 who indicated that there
was insufficient evidence.

3.

is in possession of a letter from Cornwall Council, when he
purchased the property some 32 years ago stating there were no
public rights of way across his land.

4.

The route from point B-C on the map dated 17th May 2018 is privately
registered to
and public have had no access to this section
since living there (some 32 years). This has been the case for previous
owners also. There have been easements and personal agreements
for neighbours
considers friends in the past.

5.

The route in question from points A-D, B-E and F-C on Cornwall
Council’s map dated 17th May 2018 all occupy privately held land
which has been in private ownership as far back as
can
trace inclusive of the 11th century.

6.

Numerous maps which prove that all the land in question was
privately held including the 1840 tithe map which shows all the land in
question was paying tithes. These have been previously submitted and
are attached in the accompanying letters.

7.

has numerous deeds of
and the neighbouring
farms which show the farm lanes in question being conveyed from
landowner to landowner proving the farm lanes and farmyards in
question have historically and up to the present day been in private
ownership.

8.

During the site visit
was informed that public carriageways
cannot exist over privately held land.
has proof that the
land in question from routes A-D, B-E and F-C was in private
ownership in 1840 as per the tithe map which shows tithes were paid
at that time.
has several deeds showing conveyance of the
land in question in 1977 and 1978. If the land has been in private
ownership and conveyed throughout this period, then it is proof as
stated by
during the site visit that the lanes were privately
held and no public carriageways exist.

9.

Historically Retire was a private estate with two access roads, which
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were maintained by the local authority. The main access road entering
Retire was from the south and stopped at point F on Cornwall
Council’s map dated 17th May 2018. This is evidenced by the tithe
map of 1840 and land register map of 1910 which shows an estate
office at this location. This was the main access road for the remote
residents of the dwellings along the Bodmin to St Columb Road to
access the Sunday school and Chapel at Retire all within the Parish of
Withiel. Access road from the north stopped at location D on your
map where the mine was located east of Retire. This road now has
two parts extinguish the first is the start point at Withielgoose to the
north of the track which can still be seen on satellite photos and the
second is to the east of point D which extended down towards shop
hill. That section was used to access the mining area of Retire. Both
the roads south and north of retire never joined up but instead
entered privately held farmyards and tracks. The road to the north of
retire became extinct when the Wheal James mine shut down and the
shafts were filled. Subsequently the count house was demolished as
there was no longer public access to it. This leaves a small section of
the "public road" still intact which is now used by local farmers to
access fields but has never been maintained by the local authority.
Evidence that it has never been maintained by the local authority is on
Cornwall Councils definitive map which does not recognise the public
road north of Retire.
10.

also objects that historical evidence on maps showing the
physical features of tracks is proof that the public had rights of way.
All that historical maps show is physical features and not their
intended use. On Cornwall Council’s map dated 17th May 2018 a track
south of north barn in Retire is shown. This feature in question is
clearly shown on the Council’s map and even listed as a track. It is still
under construction. Cornwall Council’s map does not show its
intended use but does show its features. It is a privately established
track for neighbours of
and their guests to access a building
on their field. There are no public rights of way over the track, yet the
feature is there.
asks whether he can assume that this is
Cornwall Council’s attempt to acquire land?

11.

objects that the Finance Act map of 1910 is evidence
enough to suggest that the farm lanes were public roads. It is known
that the map while fairly accurate but were not 100% proof of what
was publicly held land. There were errors made at the time when
these things were produced. One reason why the landowner at the
time may not have wanted to include the farm lanes in his title could
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have been down to tax avoidance in an attempt to reduce the tax he
paid on what would be classified as financially unviable parcels of land
in his eyes or maybe it was just a simply case of misunderstanding due
to poor communication at the time. The fact remains we have
historical evidence in the form of the tithe map of 1840 showing that
the lanes where in private ownership and tithes were paid at this time
on all parcels of land along routes A-D B-E and F-C on Cornwall
Council’s map dated 17th May 2018.
also has deeds after
1910 showing the conveyance of the lanes after 1910. Therefore, as
has evidence to show the lanes and farmyards were in
private ownership before and after 1910 it is reasonable to assume
that the lanes and farmyards in question were in private ownership
and this is an instance where an error has been made on the financial
map for reasons unknown.
does not feel it is fair that due
to an error made over 100 years ago he should be penalised for that
mistake made by tax revenue.
12.

It is also worth noting that the local authority has never adopted the
lanes in question from point A-D, B-E and F-C on the Cornwall Council
map dated 17th May 2018. The only roads the local authority have
adopted and maintained is the road coming in from the south of
Retire which stops at point F on your map. Historically there is no
evidence the local authority has adopted the lanes in question prior,
during or after 1910 and they have failed to produce evidence of this.
sees this as an attempt to open up access to the interland
for possible and future development of the hamlet of Retire.

13.

During the site visit with
of Cornwall Council’s
Countryside Access Team,
was informed there was
insufficient evidence for a public footpath to go from routes A-D he
informed us that despite the lack of evidence for a footpath he was
tasked with looking into the claim historically and because of this it
was his recommendation to create a restricted byway from routes AD, B-E and F-C. We were told it was his decision to put forward the
recommendation based on historical maps such as the Tithe Map and
the 1910 financial survey map both of which were evidence enough to
suggest that the proposed route in question has and was used
historically by members of the public as a road. It was his assumption
that you would not have two public roads one coming in from the
south shown as tithe 463 on the 1840 tithe map (now the council
adopted road) and one from the north shown as tithe 536 without a
means to connect them both. We believe this is a flawed assumption
which fails to take into consideration that during this time Retire was a
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private estate occupied by farm owners, farm labourers and miners.
During this time Retire had two access roads as stated on the tithe
map and shown on the 1910 financial map. The remaining route was
that of privately held farmyards and lanes.
also believes
that if it was
responsibility to investigate the claim
historically, he has failed in his duties. If Mr Jon Rowell is basing this
recommendation on historical maps, then we believe his
recommendation should not stop short at point D. Historically there
was an access road along Tithes 536 on the 1840 tithe map which
came from Withielgoose to enter retire from the north and ended at
point D on your map. This was shown as a road on the tithe map
unlike the route
is currently proposing. The public road
shown on tithe map as tithe 536 is not shown on Cornwall Council’s
Definitive Map as any public right of way. It is not listed as a road,
footpath or byway.
believes if it is
intentions to
use historical maps as present day facts, then the proposed restricted
byway from route A-D, B-E and F-C should be extended to include all
historical public roads.
believes the restricted byway, if
approved, should include the route along tithe 536 which goes from
Point D on your map north through to Withielgoose. If the restricted
byway fails to include this section, then
believes the need
to open up the route as recommended to connect up historic roads as
a restricted byway is irrelevant and should be discarded due to the
fact the proposed route does not go anywhere.
would also
like to point out that the road from point D north to Withielgoose has
been partially extinguished and now covered by fields. To re-establish
this historic public road would mean to cross these fields.
14.

would like to know what purpose a restricted byway serves
along the intended route? There is no public interest in this route.
Does this represent a covert means to connect up all three footpaths
(Footpaths 4, 5 and 6)? Is this because Cornwall Council knows the
evidence submitted by the applicant is weak and in
own
words has been dismissed? Are you now looking at alternative ways to
connect the three footpaths, which historically have never been
connected as historically the footpaths all start from Retire for the
benefit of the residents. The number of people who walk these
footpaths is minimal. Footpath 4 is now blocked and not used and Mr
feels it should be extinguished to save public funds as footpath
5 goes to the same destination.

15.

Cornwall Council’s assumption that the 3 footpaths terminated short
of a highway has failed to take into account why the footpaths were
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created in the first place. Historically the footpaths were created by
the local landowner to allow his farm workers to access local hubs.
Footpath 6 would of likely been created to access the farmstead at
Lanjew. Footpath 4 would have been created to allow farm workers
access to Withiel for access to schools, church and shops etc. and
footpath 5 would have been created to allow farm workers access to
the blacksmiths forge run by the
and the convenience
shop at shop hill. The footpaths were established as a means for the
residents of Retire to access local amenities in the days prior to the
bicycle and car. These were all used by local farm workers who had
easements with the farm owner to use the lanes and yards running
from A-D B-E and F-C on Cornwall Council’s map dated 17th May 2018.
There was never any public access along these lanes. The footpaths all
originated from Retire and there are numerous accounts of this from
local farmers born and bred in Retire. The population of Retire has
historically been much higher than it is today due to overcrowding of
farm workers and mine workers and there is evidence of this in
Cornwall’s Records Office at Truro. To assume that surveyors
understood the lane where paths exited the fields was already a public
highway is merely an assumption.
also asks whether he can
reasonably assume that they understood the true nature of the
footpaths original purpose, which is more than likely the case.
16.

The tithe map of 1840 shows tithes paid on all parcels of land in
question. The tithes were listed as a private lane section A-B and
various waste land and farmyards on the rest of the land. All parcels
paid a tithe. The only public roads where that from the north which
started at Withielgoose the start of which has since been
extinguished. This stopped at point D on Cornwall Council’s map. This
leaves a small section which is now inaccessible by the public without
crossing privately held fields. It is also worth noting that the council
has never adopted this section of the road and it does not show on
the Cornwall Council’s definitive map. Therefore’ it is fair to ask that
this be extinguished from the argument. The second section of road is
that from the south which stops at the estate office at point F on
Cornwall Council’s map. This is now the main and only maintained
section of road in Retire.

17.

objects to the words ‘presumption’ and ‘assume’ being
used they are contrary factors and are simply conjecture not a fact.

18.

has lived at
for 32 years and during this
period no public have had any rights of way over his land. No public
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have used this land during this time and as such there is no need for
the public to use my land in particular routes B-C on your map which
has been fenced off since he moved in.
19.

personally feels this modification order for a restricted
byway is a back door attempt to gain public footpath access through
the private property within Retire. This is due to the insufficient
evidence submitted by the applicant.

20.

is concerned that this is an attempt by Cornwall Council to
establish a short cut for the Saints’ Way which is a Gold Path, to avoid
Ella's lane which at times is inaccessible due to flooding. As Cornwall
Council’s budget is stretched, he believes this is an attempt to run the
Saints’ Way through Retire, which is better by virtue of it being
privately maintained by local residents and farmers, unlike the
Council’s maintained section of Ella's lane.

21.

It is noted with curiosity that
is mentioned numerous times
in the notice order and yet other residents who it directly effects have
not been mentioned.
believes it is the landowners of the
lane which should be noted by the public. This is not

22.

The proposed route will pass within 20 meters of
farmhouse, garden and agricultural livestock barns.
View of Cornwall Council
The view of Cornwall Council is that the objection does not address the
issues that are relevant to the making and confirmation of the Order
for the following reasons:

1.

When Cornwall Council receives a properly made modification order
application under section 53 of the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 it
has a statutory duty to investigate it. The Order Making Authority
cannot take into account the reasons for making the application, even
if proven, because the legislation does not allow it.

2.

At a site visit
confirmed that evidence of recent use by the
public submitted in support of the application was insufficient to give
rise to the presumption that a footpath had been dedicated using
provisions contained in Section 31 of the Highways Act 1980. He did
not say there was ‘no evidence that a public footpath has ever
existed’. Indeed, in a report written by
which had been
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published & was available to view online by the public at the time,
Cornwall Council indicated it had discovered historical evidence that
showed the route to be public carriageway & that in consequence an
Order should be made to add it to the definitive map as a restricted
byway.
3.

The letter from Cornwall Council 32 years ago will have correctly
stated there were no recorded rights of way across your land. The
Council has since discovered evidence of unrecorded rights which the
Order in question is designed to add to the definitive map &
statement.

4.

Almost all public paths cross private land, the highway authority
simply has a duty to assert & protect a right of access for the public
over them. A lane that is privately owned does not preclude a public
right of way from being established. In this case the evidence for that
right of way arises from historical documents. The fact there is no
evidence of recent use to support that because use has not been
possible, does not prevent a way from being recorded.

5.

See response to 4 above regarding private ownership. While
claims the land has been privately occupied & this can be
traced back to the 11th Century, he has failed to provide proven
evidence of this. The Council has adduced in evidence, documents in
the public domain that show the lanes in question to have enjoyed
public access in the 20th Century, namely the District Valuation Maps
& Definitive Map record supported by the Tithe Survey. The Council’s
reports & Statement of Reasons served with the copy of the Notice
explain why these are important.

6.

It is agreed that the Tithe Survey does show the land in question in
private ownership in 1840. However, the Council has argued the
public must have enjoyed some form of access over the Order routes
at this time, because this would have been the only means of reaching
the road to the north of Retire which is recorded on the Tithe map as
being public.

7.

Deeds and easements are not good indicators of public rights and in
this instance hold little evidential weight in the determination of rights
of way. The provenance of hand drawn, and/or annotated, maps that
have been provided to show the land was privately owned also needs
to be balanced against the fact only a part of the route, between B-C
on the Order map, is recorded as privately owned with Land Registry
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& this is the result of that stretch of lane being the subject of a
relatively recent claim of ownership by adverse possession.
8.

The Council has produced documents held in the public domain that
show the ways have enjoyed public access in the early & mid-20th
Century. Unless those rights have been stopped up by legal order they
will still remain & the purpose of the modification order is to record
them on the definitive map & statement.

9.

The apportionment records from the Tithe Survey record the route to
the north of Retire as a public road ‘From Retire to Mine’ not as a
through route to Withielgoose. Assuming historically there were roads
that linked villages converging on Retire from both the north & south,
the Council is unaware of & cannot understand why public use of
highways leading to a hamlet from various directions would terminate
short of the point where they meet, particularly in instances where
they were at some point maintained by the local authority.

10.

The Council’s reports & Statement of Reasons distinguish between
maps that can only be used as evidence that a route physically existed
and maps and documents that can be used as evidence of public
rights. Ordnance Survey maps, which the Council uses under licence as
its base data & which show the track to which you refer, carry a
disclaimer to the effect that ‘the representation on this map of any
road, track, or path is no evidence of the existence of a right of way’.
Cornwall Council does not own public rights of way, it simply has a
duty to assert & protect a right of access over them.

11.

In view of the financial implications arising out of the Finance Act 1910
many landowners would have been anxious to ensure that public
highways were correctly recorded on the plans and all rights of way
properly identified, because it was in their interests. Indeed as such
deductions allowed for the existence of public rights of way, the
valuations required by the Finance Act 1910 can be highly relevant
where highway status is in issue. Given there were criminal sanctions
for the falsification of evidence it is also extremely unlikely documents
would have been deliberately erroneous. As the Council’s report notes
‘Definitive Map Orders: Consistency Guidelines’ published by the
Planning Inspectorate and intended to assist in the interpretation and
weighing up of evidence on definitive map orders and covering the
primary reference material for Inspectors in determining such orders
identify that documents and plans produced under the Finance Act
1910 provide good evidence regarding the status of a way.
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12.

The fact that Cornwall Council has never adopted, or maintained the
lanes is not evidence that they are not rights of way. The Council does
not own or adopt paths that are recorded on the definitive map &
statement. The routes in question were the subject of an application
by members of the public & a representation from The Ramblers’
which the Countryside Access Team has a statutory duty to
investigate.

13.

Before determining whether a way has, or has not, been dedicated as
a highway, Section 32 of the Highways Act 1980 requires the Council
to take into consideration any map, plan or history of the locality or
other relevant document tendered in evidence & it is accepted
practice to do so. In the first instance the Council considered historical
evidence in regard to the way claimed in the modification order
application dating from 2006, shown between A-D on the Order map.
The decision relating to that part of the route was then the subject of
a representation by The Ramblers’ to add the routes between B-F & CE on the Order map on the basis of the same evidence. Cornwall
Council thus considered historical evidence pertinent to these two
claimed ways. If
has historical evidence of the type that the
determination in this Order has relied on showing a way linking Retire
to Withielgoose, then he can make a modification order application.
Alternatively, if the case is decided by written representations, or at a
Public Local Inquiry,
can ask the Planning Inspector on
behalf of the Secretary of State to modify the Order to also include the
route to the north of Retire. Unless the evidence submitted is
sufficient to show a way has been established right through to
Withielgoose, the Council will argue that because rights of way are
intended to link highway to highway, or to a point of interest, this will
create a cul-de-sac path, which is not in the spirit of the legislation.

14.

The statutory inference of dedication in the legislation means that
public rights of way are for the public at large, not simply a small
group, or class, of people, such as the residents of Retire. Surveyors at
the time the parish survey was compiled would not have deliberately
recorded Footpaths 4, 5 & 6 Withiel terminating where they do as culde-sacs, but did so because they understood the route to be added by
this Order to be a highway at the time. The relevant landowner can
apply to Cornwall Council to extinguish Footpath 4 Withiel, if they can
show that it is not needed for public use, which is very different to not
used.
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15.

It is a misconception to think that paths ended at the entrance to
farms, or hamlets, because historically they were only used by farm
workers. Parishes were charged with producing their own surveys &
advised to only record ways they knew to be used ‘as of right’ by the
public ‘at large’ based on their local knowledge. In most cases the
routes will have already been publicly maintained by the parish & it is
unlikely they would have wanted to add to that burden of
maintenance by including paths where use was restricted to a limited
number of people exercising a private right to travel to work.

16.

Unfortunately, this objection is difficult to follow. At Objection 13
appears to be suggesting that the Council needs to consider
adding the road north of Retire to the definitive map, but this
objection asks that it be excluded from ‘the argument’.

17.

The words ‘presumption’ and ‘assume’ are not used in the Order.
Where they appear in the report they are legal terms that reflect the
words used in the relevant legislation.

18.

The determination to make an Order is based on historical evidence,
not supported by evidence of recent use.

19.

Following an application by members of the public using provisions in
the Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981 & a representation from The
Ramblers’, Cornwall Council determined to make an Order at Retire
based on evidence it discovered in historical documents as it is
required to do under Section 32 of the Highways Act 1980.

20.

The surface of any Restricted Byway added to the definitive map by
this Order will become maintainable at the public expense to a
standard commensurate with its intended purpose as a highway that
can be used on foot, on horseback, with a bicycle and any other nonmechanically propelled vehicle.

21.

The property
was randomly chosen on the basis of its
relatively central location & used as a single reference point
throughout the Order for the sake of consistency. All the relevant
landowners were served Notice of the Order as required by the
legislation.

22.

It is not unusual for public paths to pass close by private property or
go through farmyards & gardens & there are many hundreds of rights
of way on the definitive map that do this.
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Dated: 07 January 2022
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